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You want a job? Then look elsewhere, because we are looking for…

pioneers, explorers and pirates
passionate people with an intuitive unwillingness to accept needless boundaries. Urge to create, maker
nature, proud of things built, love for everything growing and living.
That’s us, SPOUD. We are pioneers in the field of real-time data analytics software and create real-time
high-value insights into data that change the way our clients do their business. We blend expertise in realtime messaging technologies, machine learning, statistics and computer vision to create never-beforeseen solutions.
Our team needs pioneers with a pirates heart. Specifically, we are looking for a:

DevOps Engineer (80 - 100%), Bern
You will be working in our core platform team and help us steer our IT-operations in the right direction,
including playing around and testing new technologies and always aiming for a steady and performant
infrastructure.

Your role…
•
•
•
•
•
•

You will be responsible for operating and maintaining a complex, distributed environment
You will work closely with our developers, site reliability engineers and CTO
You will work heavily on job scheduling, cluster management, CI/CD and similar cloud topics
You will also be included in development tasks to improve our platform
You will be involved in customer support
You see the entrepreneurial vision of SPOUD and align your doings accordingly

Your profile…
•
•
•
•
•

2 years of experience in operating and maintaining servers (preferably Linux)
Willingness to develop own tools and ability to write clean code
Experience with cloud providers and container virtualization (docker, nomad, kubernetes, marathon)
An awareness of what is meant by "lean start-up" and "design thinking”
Bonus: Experience with Kafka, Flink, NodeJS, Consul and Java (because others will talk about it often..)

We offer...
• A team of experienced start-up enthusiasts who will help you get ahead, but will also listen to you
• A young, dynamic and flexible working environment
• An inspiring workplace with creative people
Attention: This is not a job. It is a mission where you play an active role in your own journey
and tap into a world of potential for your future.
Let’s have a coffee together: jobs@spoud.io

